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Bags
Dubarry Leather Bag
Dubarry Mourne Leather backpack – crafted from a mix of smooth and crushed leather to create a supple yet robust finish, this
structured backpack features a fold over, snap button closure and a draw string for added security. The interior features a brilliant
blue Dubarry branded lining and a leather trimmed accessory pocket, so your important tech is protected from scratches. The
Mourne bag includes two supple shoulder straps, making this bag ideal for days on the go and travelling

OUT OF STOCK
£249.00

Dubarry Boyne Leather Bag
The women’s Dubarry Boyne Cross Body Bag is a striking bag made from a beautiful mix of smooth and crushed leathers. This
classic country bag is given an urban and modern twist with the double buckle detail on the front. Features include zipped closure
with studded flap, adjustable leather strap, internal zipped pocket and leather trimmed accessory pocket. The branded lining turns
out for easy cleaning. Finished off with signature branded oval and leather band, branded metal trim details and branded woven
label. It’s ideal carrying your essentials when out and about.
£179.00

Dubarry Drummin leather wallet
Men's Dubarry Drummin Wallet with Coin Holder. This stylish wallet has been crafted a combination of smooth and crushed
leathers for a touch of classic Dubarry styling. The Drummin features an interior studded coin holder, money note pocket, credit
card slots and ID window, offering you plenty of room for all your essentials. For the mark of Dubarry styling the Drummin has
been finished with a branded lining and the signature branded oval and band detailing.
£69.00

Dubarry Dunbrody leather wallet
The Women’s Dubarry Dunbrody Leather Purse is classic Dubarry style crafted from a combination of crushed and smooth
leathers. With its simple yet elegant detail on the front, it’s the perfect luxury gift for a loved one or for yourself. Features include
branded lining, 1 internal zip pocket and credit card, note and coin slots. It’s finished off beautifully with signature branded oval and
leather band. Matches perfectly with the full range of Dubarry leather handbags.
£89.00

Dubarry Dunlavin Tote Bag Kerry Green
Brighten an entire outfit with this season's freshest colour handbag. The Dunlavin is medium sized, with bags of room for your
belongings along with fully zipped security compartment and outer pockets. It's made with fine, soft leather, which is water
resistant so there's no doubt you can confidently take it wherever you're heading.
Size: 270mm x 330mm x 120mm
Water resistant, highest quality, softly peached leather.
Variety of colours co-ordinating with the Dubarry deck shoe collection
Classic tote silhouette
Two small outer pockets, and fully zipped main security compartment
Shoulder length handles
Removable leather tassel
Tassel functions as keyring
Internal leather key holder
Leather trimmed zipped security and accessory pocket
Branded jacquard lining and classic Dubarry branding
£199.00

Dubarry Amberhill Messenger Bag Caramel
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A touch of luxury and practical too, the Amberhill is a beautifully soft leather handbag with a cross body strap for hands free ease.
In this seasons uplifting colours, the water resistant leather bag has a matching dual purpose tassel which doubles up as key ring
if removed. Designed with secure internal and external pockets, the Amberhill is the ideal bag for your summer day essentials.
Size: 200mm x 240mm x 80mm
Water resistant, highest quality, softly peached leather.
Variety of colours co-ordinating with the Dubarry deck shoe collection
Adjustable leather cross body strap
Small slip pocket under front flap opening
Removable leather tassel
Tassel also functions as keyring
Internal leather key holder
Leather trimmed zipped security and accessory pocket
Branded jacquard lining and classic Dubarry branding

£169.00

Dubarry Amberhill Messenger Bag Orchid

A touch of luxury and practical too, the Amberhill is a beautifully soft leather handbag with a cross body strap for hands free ease.
In this seasons uplifting colours, the water resistant leather bag has a matching dual purpose tassel which doubles up as key ring
if removed. Designed with secure internal and external pockets, the Amberhill is the ideal bag for your summer day essentials.
Size: 200mm x 240mm x 80mm
Water resistant, highest quality, softly peached leather.
Variety of colours co-ordinating with the Dubarry deck shoe collection
Adjustable leather cross body strap
Small slip pocket under front flap opening
Removable leather tassel
Tassel also functions as keyring
Internal leather key holder
Leather trimmed zipped security and accessory pocket
Branded jacquard lining and classic Dubarry branding

£169.00

